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MSU Extension
ARC-PLC Decision Tool
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Input:
1. Farm & Base info (FSA 156EZ)
2. Yield information (2013-2017)
3. County yield projections
4. Projected prices

2
3

4
1

1 & 2. General Farm & Base Information
Farm
identifier

Select county of farm’s physical
location from drop-down list

Yield update and
program selection
are separate for
each crop in each
FSA farm number.

Results:
1. Yield Update decision
2. ARC-PLC Program decision

2
“Base Acres”
from DCP Crop Data
section of FSA-156EZ

3. Yield Update Decision input

“PLC Yield”
from FSA-156EZ

% of base acres
classified as
“irrigated”

4. County Yield input for ARC-CO

Enter projected actual
county yield each year
Enter your actual crop yields
to be reported to FSA.

Spreadsheet calculates potential
PLC yield for update.

Tool’s default farm yield is the
county yield.

Compare directly with current PLC
Yields in Step 2.

If crop not planted, leave yield
blank that year (NOT 0).

Default value is county
benchmark yield, but user can
enter projected yield or %
difference from county
benchmark yield.

Buttons provide “What If” tests of
projected county yields.
Benchmark yield is 5-year Olympic average county
yield (drops high and low) adjusted for trend. ARCCounty payments are triggered when actual revenue
falls below 86% of benchmark revenue.
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5. Price projections for PLC and ARC-CO

Results: PLC Yield Update decision

Select “base source” of price
projection (Sources available in drop-

Results show:
- Greater of current or potential new PLC Yield
- Recommendation of whether to update PLC Yield

down list include USDA, Hilker, and futures)

Projected Market Year
Average price each year
Default is base source projection,
but user can change to a specific
price or % change from source’s
projection for “What If” testing

Restores original projection from
selected base source.
Market Year Average price is the average cash price
received for all crop sold in marketing year. This
“MYA price” is used in calculations of PLC and ARCCO payments.

Results: PLC or ARC-CO
Total
for all crops:

Total payments
2019-2020
for each crop:

PLC
ARC-CO

PLC
ARC-CO

Highest
combo

Highest
Total of 2019 & 2020
Average of 2019 & 2020

Select yield to use for calculating PLC payment
for ARC-PLC Program Decision analysis
•
•

Checkmark = use 2013-2017 yields from Step 3
Unchecked = use original PLC Yields from Step 2

